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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the following system of semilinear elliptic
equations
&2u=f (u)&v in RN,
&2v=$(u&#v) in RN,
(1)
u(x)  0, if |x|  ,
v(x)  0, if |x|  ,
where $, #>0 and f (u)=&u(u&1)(u&a) with 0<a<12.
Klaasen and Troy [12] investigated this system when N=1. Using a
shooting argument they proved under certain conditions on the parameters
the existence of a nontrivial solution. They also proved the existence of an
infinite number of periodic solutions to the equations in (1). On smooth
bounded domains, Klaasen and Mitidieri [11] studied the corresponding
system, subjected to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Their
results show that both the domain and the parameters play a role in the
existence and nonexistence of solutions. Results about the positivity of
these solutions were obtained by De Figueiredo and Mitidieri [6].
With a suitable rescaling, solutions on a bounded domain, say 0, are
seen to be steady state solutions of the system
ut= D12u+ f (u)&v in (0, )_0,
(2)
vt=D22v+=(u&#v) in (0, )_0,
with D1 , D2 , =>0. With D2=0, (2) is known as the FitzHughNagumo
equations. These equations are used as a model for nerve conduction and
other chemical and biological systems [7, 10].
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From here on we will mean by a solution a pair (u, v) # C(RN)_
C(RN) that solves system (1). In this paper solutions are constructed by
using solutions to the system corresponding to (1) on the ball BR , and let-
ting R  . This method of constructing solutions on RN was also used,
for example, by Berestycki and Lions [3] and Ni [15] in the scalar case,
i.e., $=0. Klaasen and Mitidieri [11] proved the existence of solutions on
bounded domains using variational methods. In order to do so they used
an a priori bound for the maxima of the solutions. We have a different
approach for finding solutions on the ball BR . Using a transformation
similar to the one used by Mancini and Mitidieri in [13], and a modifica-
tion of f, we obtain a quasimonotone system. This approach imposes the
first condition on the parameters. Solutions of this system, in an
appropriate range, can be used to obtain solutions to the original system.
The existence of solutions to the quasimonotone system follows from the
existence of pairs of super- and subsolutions and a multiplicity result due
to Amann [2].
We remark that the conditions on # and $ which we assume are stronger
than those imposed by [11, 6] for both the existence and positivity of solu-
tions on the ball. However, by using the quasimonotone method we obtain
a sharper uniform upper bound as well as a uniform lower bound for the
maxima. Also, by a result of Troy [17], we have that the solutions are
radially symmetric and decreasing. Combination of these properties will
enable us to show that the solution on RN is nontrivial and tends to zero
as R  .
In Section 2 we state our conditions on the parameters as well as the
main result. In Section 3 we prove some auxiliary results for quasi-
monotone systems. The main result is proven in Section 4.
2. MAIN RESULT
Before we state our conditions on the parameters $ and # we give some
known results for certain ranges of these parameters. For the problem
&2u=f (u)&v in BR ,
&2v=$(u&#v) in BR , (3)
u=v=0 on BR ,
the following hold.
v If #<4(1&a)2 then (3) has only the trivial solution (Klaasen and
Mitidieri [11]) .
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v If #>9(2a2&5a+2) and R>0 is large enough then (3) has two
nontrivial solutions (Klaasen and Mitidieri [11]) .
v If 1#<a<$#&2 - $ then all solutions to (3) are positive (De
Figueiredo and Mitidieri [6]) .
For (1) with N=1 the following hold (Klaasen and Troy [17]):
v If #>max[9(2a2&5a+2), 2- $+(1&a)$] then there exists a
nonconstant solution with u$(0)=v$(0)=0 and u(x), v(x)  0 if |x|  ,
as well as an infinite number of periodic solutions.
v If max[4(1&a)2, 2- $+(1&a)$]<#<9(2a2&5a+2) then
there exists a nonconstant solution with u$(0)=v$(0)=0 and (u(x), v(x)) 
(_# , _##) if |x|   (see Fig. 1), as well as an infinite number of periodic
solutions.
Our first condition is
Condition 1. $#&2 - $1&a.
We will use this condition to construct a quasimonotone system. As is
known, quasimonotone systems share many properties with the scalar case.
In particular, using sub- and supersolutions we can find solutions to the
quasimonotone system and use these solutions to get solutions to the
original system.
In order to find a subsolution to the quasimonotone system, we impose
the following condition.
Condition 2.
; :=(12$)($#+a&1)+(12$) - ($#+a&1)2&4$>(92a2&5a+2) .
By Condition 1 one has that ; # R. A direct calculation shows that
f (u)&(1;) u=0 has two nonzero roots, say 0<%;<_; , if and only if
;>4(a2&2a+1). Since 9(2a2&5a+2)>4(a2&2a+1), Condition 2
implies that this holds. In fact, Condition 2 is equivalent to
|
_;
0 \ f (s)&
1
;
s+ ds>0; (4)
see [11]. If (4) holds then the single equation &2u= f (u)&(1;) u in 0,
u=0 on 0 has a nontrivial solution [3, 5]. This function will be used to
obtain a subsolution for the quasimonotone system.
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FIGURE 1
Since #>; the equation f (u)&(1#) u=0 also has two nonzero roots,
say 0<%#<_# , with 0<%#<%;<_;<_# , and
|
_#
0 \ f (s)&
1
#
s+ ds>0.
See Fig. 1.
We remark that our conditions on the parameters are more restrictive
than conditions of Klaasen and Troy for the system with N=1, as can be
seen by the fact that conditions 1 and 2 can be combined as
#>max[2- $+(1&a)$, 9(2a2&5a+2)+(2a2&14a+11)(9$)].
Our main result is
Theorem 1. If conditions 1 and 2 hold then there exists a positive solu-
tion (u, v) # C(RN)_C(RN) to system (1). Moreover the functions u and
v are radially symmetric, decreasing and satisfy
%#<max
x # RN
u(x)<_# , and max
x # RN
v(x)<
1
#
_# .
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3. AUXILIARY RESULTS FOR QUASIMONOTONE SYSTEMS.
First we introduce some notation. Let 0/RN be open and bounded
with C3 boundary 0. By u=(u1 , ..., uM) we will denote elements of
C(0 )M. We consider the usual ordering of C(0 )M, i.e.,
uv if ui (x)vi (x) for i=1, ..., M; all x # 0.
We also write
u<v if uv and u{v,
and
u<<v if ui (x)<vi (x) for i=1, ..., M; all x # 0.
If uv we denote by [u, v] the order interval [u, v] :=[w ; uwv]/
C(0 )M. The set of nonnegative functions in C 0 (0) will be denoted by
D+(0) and we write D+, M(0) for the product (D+(0))M.
In this section we will consider the system
&2u=F(u) in 0,
(5)
u=0 on 0,
with F( } )=(F1( } ), ..., FM( } )). We assume that F i is differentiable and that
}F iu i }K for i=1, ..., M
for some K>0.
Definition 2. System (5) is called quasimonotone if
Fi
xj
0 for i{ j. (6)
Definition 3. We call u # C(0 )M a supersolution for system (5) if
|
0
u } (&2.) dx|
0
F(u) } . dx for every . # D+, M(0)
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and
u0 on 0.
A supersolution is strict if there exists a . # D+, M(0) such that
|
0
u } (&2.) dx>|
0
F(u) } . dx,
or if
u>0 on 0.
Subsolutions are defined by reversing the inequality signs.
Remark. Recall, see [5, Lemma A.1], that if |0 and u # C(0 )
satisfies u0 on 0, and
|
0
(u(&2.)+|u.) dx0 for every . # D+(0),
then u0 in 0. Moreover, if for at least one . # D+(0) the inequality
above becomes strict, then there exists :>0 such that u>>: with  the
principle eigenfunction of &2 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions [4, Corollary in Appendix]. The function  can also be replaced by
any other function 1 # C1(0 ) with 1>>0 and 1 &<0 on 0.
We also recall some properties of the solution operators. For the details
we refer to [9]. For every g # L p(0), p>N2, and |0, the Dirichlet
problem, (&2+|)u= g in 0, u=0 on 0 has a unique solution
u # W 2, ploc (0) & C(0 ) which we shall denote by u=K| g. One has that K|
maps C(0 ) compactly into C1, :(0 ) for : # [0, 1). Indeed, since for p>N it
holds that W2, p(0) is compactly embedded in C 1, :(0 ) with 0<:<
(1&Np), we have that K| : C(0 )/L p(0)  C1, :(0 ) is a compact map-
ping. We shall also use the notation F|, i(u)=F i (u)+|u i , i=1, ..., M. The
mappings F|, i are continuous from C(0 )M to C(0 ). Consequently the
operator T| : C(0 )M  (C 1, :(0 ))M defined by
T|(u) :=(K|(F|, 1(u)), ..., K|(F|, M(u))) (7)
is continuous and compact. We prove in the following lemma that T| is
increasing for | large enough.
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Lemma 4. Choose |>0 such that
Fi
ui
+|>0 on RM for i=1, ..., M. (8)
(1) If u, v # C(0 )M and u>v then T|(u)>T|(v). Moreover, for
i=1, ..., M,
T|(u) i>>T|(v) i or T|(u) i=T|(v)i .
(2) If u, v # C(0 )M and u>>v then T|(u)>>T|(v).
Proof. (1) For . # D+(0) we have that
|
0
(T|(v)1&T|(u)1)(&2+|) . dx
=|
0
(F1(v)+|v1&F1(u)&|u1) . dx
=|
0
(F1(v)+|v1&(F1(u1 , v2 , ..., vM)+|u1)) . dx
+|
0
(F1(u1 , v2 , ..., vM)&F1(u1 , u2 , v3 , ..., vM)) . dx
B
+|
0
(F1(u1 , u2 , ..., uM&1, vM)&F1(u)) . dx
0.
By the strong maximum principle [9, Theorem 9.6], we have either that
T|(u)1>>T|(v)1 or that T|(u)1=T|(v)1 .
For some x # 0 and i # [1, ..., M] it holds that ui (x)>vi (x). From (8) it
follows that there exists .0 # D+(0) such that
|
0
(Fi (v)+|v1&F i (u)&|u i) .0 dx<0
and, consequently,
|
0
(T|(v) i&T|(u)i)(&2+|) .0 dx<0. (9)
Hence T|(u) i>>T|(v) i and T|(u)>T|(v).
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(2) Let i # [1, ..., M] be fixed. By the first part we have two
possibilities: T|(u) i>>T|(v) i or T|(u) i=T|(v) i . Since ui (x)>vi (x) for
every x # 0 there exists functions . # D+(0), such that
|
0
(Fi (v)+|v i &F i (u)&|ui) . dx>0.
It follows that T|(u) i>>T|(v) i must hold. Hence T|(u)>>T|(v). K
Lemma 5. Suppose that u is a supersolution for (5) and that |>0 is
such that (8) holds. With T| as defined in (7) we have that
(1) T|(u)=u and u is a solution to (5) or
(2) T|(u)<u and if T|(u) i<ui then T|(u) i<<ui . Moreover, T|(u) is
again a supersolution for (5).
Similar results hold for subsolutions.
We remark that if the Jacobian matrix in u, F$(u)=[Fi (u)uj] is fully
coupled (see [16, 14], then a strong maximum principle holds; i.e., in the
lemma above either T|(u)>>u or T|(u)=u.
Proof. (1) A standard bootstrapping argument shows if T|(u)=u
with u # C(0 )M then u # (C2, :(0 ))M. Also
(&2+| )ui=F(u)+|ui in 0
and ui=0 on 0 so that u is a solution to (5).
(2) Using the definitions of T| and a supersolution, we have for
. # D+(0) that
|
0
(T|(u)1&u1)(&2+|) . dx
=|
0
(F1(u)+|u1) . dx&|
0
u1(&2+|) . dx
=|
0
(F1(u)) . dx&|
0
u1(&2.) dx0,
and hence, T|(u)1u1 . It even holds that T|(u)1<<u1 or that T|(u)1=u1 .
Suppose, namely, that T|(u)1<u1 . Choose |$>|. Similar as for | we find
that T|$(u)1u1 . Because T|(u)1<u1 one has for all . # D+(0) that
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|
0
(T|(u)1&T|$(u)1)(&2+|$) . dx
=|
0
(T|(u)1)(&2+|) . dx&(|&|$) |
0
(T|(u)1) . dx
&|
0
(F1(u)+|$u1) . dx
=|
0
(F1(u)+|u1) . dx&(|&|$) |
0
(T|(u)1) . dx
&|
0
(F1(u)+|$u1) . dx
=(|&|$) |
0
(u1&T|(u)1) . dx0, (12)
with strict inequality for certain . # D+(0). Since T|(u)1 # W 2, ploc & C(0 )
the strong maximum principle [9, Theorem 9.6] implies that T|(u)1<<
T|$(u)1u1 . In the same way for i=2, ..., M, it holds that T|(u) i<<u i or
T|(u)i=ui . In particular, if T|(u){u then T|(u)<u. If this is the case
then for . # D+, M(0) it holds that
|
0
T|(u) } (&2.) dx=|
0
(F|(u)&|u) } . dx
|
0
(F|(T|(u))&|T|(u)) } . dx
=|
0
F(T|(u)) } . dx,
with strict inequality for some .. Also T|(u)=0 on 0 and, hence, T|(u)
is a strict supersolution. K
We will use the following variation of a theorem due to H. Amann (see
[2, Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.7, and the remark after the proof of 2.7] as
well as [1, Theorem 14.2]) .
Theorem 6 (Amann). Let E be a ordered Banach space of which the
positive cone P has a nonempty interior P b . Suppose there exist two pairs
( y , z ), ( y~ , z~ ) # E 2 with
y <z <z~ , y < y~ <z~ , z  y~ , (10)
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and a compact increasing map f: [ y , z~ ]  E such that
y  f ( y ), f (z )<z , y~ < f ( y~ ), f (z~ )z~ . (11)
Then f has a maximal fixed point x # [ y , z ] and a minimal fixed point
x~ # [ y~ , z~ ]. If z &x # P% and x~ & y~ # P% then f has a third fixed point x such
that x z and x y~ . Moreover, xmin<x<xmax where xmin and xmax, are
respectively the minimal and maximal fixed points of f in [ y , z~ ].
This theorem will be used in the following setting (see [1]). Let
e # C 1(0 ) & C 2(0) be the solution of
&2e=1,
e=0,
in 0,
on 0,
and let
Ce(0 ) :=[u # C(0 ); |u|*e for some *0].
Equipped with the norm
&u&e :=inf [*>0; |u|*e],
Ce(0 ) is an ordered Banach space and the positive cone has a nonempty
interior. In fact, u # Ce(0 ) is in the interior of the positive cone if and only
if u*e for some *>0. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 7. With | chosen as in (8), let S : Ce(0 )M  Ce(0 )M be the
restriction of T| to Ce(0 )M. Then S is continuous, compact, and increasing.
Moreover, if u<<v then Sv&Su*e for some *>0, where e :=(e, ..., e).
Proof. The operator K| defined earlier maps C(0 ) compactly into
Ce(0 ). To see this we note that K| maps C(0 ) compactly into C 10(0 ) :=
[u # C1(0 ); u |0=0] and that C 10(0 ) is continuously embedded in Ce(0 ).
Consequently the mapping u [ (K| F|, 1(u), ..., K| F|, 1(u)) of C(0 )M into
Ce(0 )M is compact and, hence, S is compact.
If u<<v then for every i=1, ..., M and . # D+(0)
|
0
((Sv) i&(Su)i)(&2+|) . dx0
with strict inequality for some .. By the remark after Definition 3 the result
follows. K
We can now reformulate Theorem 6 as a result about the existence and
multiplicity of solutions to (5).
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Proposition 8. Suppose that v , v~ are two subsolutions of (5), with v~
strict and that w , w~ are two supersolutions of (5) with w strict. If
v <w <w~ , v <v~ <w~ , w  v~ ,
then (5) has two solutions u , u~ with
v u <w and v~ <u~ w~ .
If u <<w and u~ >>v~ then there exists a third solution u such that
vmin <u<wmax , u w , u v~ ,
where vmin and wmax are respectively the minimal and maximal solutions in
[v , w~ ]. See Fig. 2.
Proof. Since the sub- and supersolutions need not be in Ce(0 ) we can-
not apply Theorem 6 directly. Let | be chosen as in (8) and define T| as
in (7). Let
y :=T| v , z :=T| w , y~ :=T|v~ , z~ :=T|w~ .
By Lemmas 4 and 5 it holds that
(v ) y <z <z~ (w~ ), (v ) y <y~ <z~ ( w~ ),
with y , y~ again subsolutions and z , z~ again supersolutions. Because w is a
supersolution and v~ is a subsolution we have that y~ v~ and z w . Hence,
z  y~ because z y~ implies w v~ , a contradiction.
FIGURE 2
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The restriction S: Ce(0 )M  Ce(0 )M of T| to Ce(0 )M is compact and
increasing by Lemma 7. Also, by Lemma 5,
y~ Sy~ , Sz <z , y <Sy , Sz~ z~ .
By the theorem, S has two fixed points, say u , u~ # Ce(0 )M such that
y u <z and y~ <u~ z~ .
If u <<w and u~ >>v~ we have by Lemma 7 that Sw &Su =z &u and
Su~ &Sv~ = u~ &y~ are in the interior of the positive cone of Ce(0 )M. The
existence of a third fixed point, say u # Ce(0 )M with u z and u y~ follows
from the theorem. Moreover, u w for if uw then u=SuSw =z , a con-
tradiction. In the same way u v~ . Also by the theorem vmin<u<wmax .
Since fixed points of S are solutions to (5), the corollary follows. K
Finally we state the following proposition which was proved by Troy
[17, Theorem 1] about positive solutions to a quasimonotone system. The
results of Troy generalize the results of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [8] for
the scalar case.
Proposition 9 (Troy). Suppose that (5) is quasimonotone and that
0=BR . If u>>0 is a solution to this system with ui # C2(B R), i=1, ..., M,
then ui is radially symmetric and ui r<0 on (0, R).
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Our aim is to construct a solution to (1) by using solutions to (3) and
letting R  . To obtain the solutions on BR we shall construct a
quasimonotone system of which the solutions in an appropriate range can
be used to obtain solutions to (3). If z=u&;v, then
&2z= &2u+;2v
=f (u)&v&$;u+$;#v
=f (u)+(1&a)u+(a&1)(z+;v)&v+$;#v&$;(z+;v)
=f (u)+(1&a)u+(&$;2+($#+a&1);&1)v+(a&1&$;)z.
Taking ; :=(12$)($#+a&1)+(12$) - ($#+a&1)2&4$, as in Condi-
tion 2, one has that
&2z= f (u)+(1&a)u+(a&1&$;)z.
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By the following modification of f we obtain a quasimonotone system.
We define f * by
&au if u<0;
f *(u)={f (u) if 0u1;(a&1)u if u1.
One has that f * # C 1(R) with df *du(u)(a&1). The system
&2u=f *(u)&
1
;
u+
1
;
z in BR ,
&2z=f *(u)+(1&a)u+(a&1&$;)z in BR , (12)
u=z = 0 on BR
is, hence, quasimonotone. By the choice of ; it follows that if (u, z) is a
solution to (12) and 0u1 then (u, (1;)(u&z)) is a solution to (3).
We now use the results of the previous section to prove the following
proposition.
Proposition 10. Suppose that condition 1 and condition 2 hold.
(1) There exists R0>0 such that for every RR0 system (3) pos-
sesses two nontrivial solutions (uR , vR) and (u~ R , v~ R) in C(B R) & C2(BR).
(2) For the solutions it holds that (0, 0)<(uR , vR)<(u~ R , v~ R)<
(_# ,(1#)_#).
(3) The solutions are radially symmetric decreasing functions.
(4) For every RR0 it holds that
uR(x)<_; for all |x|R0 , (13)
and
uR(0)%# . (14)
Proof. We will first prove the proposition for a fixed R0>0 large
enough, and then show how the proposition follows for R>R0 .
In order to apply Corollary 8 we need appropriate sub- and supersolu-
tions. One has that
v =(0, 0), w =\%# , \1&;#+ %#+, w~ =\_# , \1&
;
#+ _#+
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are respectively a subsolution and two strict supersolutions with v <w <w~ .
We still need a strict subsolution v~ such that v <v~ <w~ and v~  w . Since
|
_;
0 \ f (s)&
s
;+ ds>0
there exists R0>0 such that the problem
&2.=f (.)&
1
;
. in BR0 ,
.=0 on BR0
possesses a nontrivial positive solution with
%;< max
x # BR0
.(x)<_;
(see [3, 5]) . If we set
v~ =(., 0)
then v~ is a suitable subsolution. By Corollary 8 there exist two solutions u R0
and u~ R0 with 0u R0<w and (., 0)<u~ R0v~ . We will omit the subscripts
R0 while working in BR0 .
We show that the condition for a third solution is satisfied. In BR0 with
u =(u , z ), we have that
\&2+1;+ (u &%#)=f (u )&
1
;
u +
1
;
w +
1
;
(u &%#)
f (u )+
1
; \1&
;
#+ %#&
1
;
%#
=f (u )&
1
#
%#0.
By the strong maximum principle u (x)<%# for all x # BR0 . Also, using the
definition of ;, we have that
(&2+(1+$;&a))\z &\1&;#+ %#+
=f (u )+(1&a)u &\1&a+1#+ %#
=f (u )&
1
#
%#+(1&a)(u &%#)0.
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Again by the strong maximum principle, z (x)<(1&(;#)) %# for all x # BR0 .
Hence u <<w . That v~ <<u~ =(u~ , z~ ) follows in the same way by considering
(&2+|)(u~ &.) with |>0 large enough and (&2+(1+$;&a))z~ .
Without loss of generality assume that u =0, the minimal solution in
[0, w~ ] and that u~ is the maximal solution in [0, w~ ].
The existence of a third solution 0<u=(u, z)<u~ such that
u \%# , \1&;#+ %#+ and u (., 0)
follows from Corollary 8. In particular, for some !R0 # BR0
u(!R0)>%# , (15)
because if u%# then, as above, z(1&;#) %# which contradicts the fact
that u (%# , (1&;#) %#). We also have the existence of ‘R0 # BR0 such that
u(‘R0)<(.(‘R0), 0) and, hence,
u(‘R0)<_; . (16)
With v :=(1;)(u&z), we have that (u, v) is a solution to (3) with
R=R0 . In particular, the second equation of (3) implies that v0 and by
the maximum principle and the fact that u<_# we also have that v<_# #.
An application of the strong maximum principle shows that u>>0. By
Proposition 9, u is radially symmetric and decreasing. Because u decreases,
(13) and (14) follow from (15) and (16). We also have that v is radially
symmetric and decreasing because (&2+$#)v=u in BR0 , v=0 on BR0 .
On the balls BR with R>R0 the proof is similar. As sub- and supersolu-
tions we choose
v =(0, 0), v~ =(.R , 0), w =\%# , \1&;#+ %#+ , w~ =\_# , \1&
;
#+ _#+ .
Here .R is the trivial extension to BR of the function . used in the first
part. Note that it is this choice of subsolution from which we get that
uR(‘R)<_; with ‘R # BR0 . From this and the fact that uR decreases, (13)
follows. K
We now prove the main result.
Proof (Theorem 1). We will use the functions [uR ; RR0] and
[vR ; RR0] obtained in the previous theorem, to construct a solution to
system (1). We extend these functions trivially to functions on RN.
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The proof is given in eight steps. The idea is as follows. We show [uR]
and [vR] are precompact in C 2loc(R
N). Using this we obtain a solution on
RN. Properties (18) and (19) will then be used to show that the solution
obtained is nontrivial and goes to zero at infinity.
Step 1. Let R1>R0 . The functions [uR ; R2R1] and
[vR ; R2R1] satisfy
&2uR=f (uR)&vR on B2R1 ,
&2vR =$(uR&#vR) on B2R1 ,
and from Proposition 10 we have that
&uR&L(B2R1 )%# , &vR &L(B2R1 )(1#)%# ,
and also
& f (uR)&L(B2R1 )%f := sup0x1
| f (x)|.
Using interior elliptic estimates [9, Theorem 9.11], Schauder interior
estimates [9, Problem 6.1], and the fact that f is locally Lipschitz, we find
that [uR ; R2R1] and [vR ; R2R1] are bounded in C2, 1(B R1) and
hence are precompact in C2(B R1). Then there exist sequences [uR1(n)]
and [vR1(n)] (R1<R
(n)
1 Z if n  ) which converge in C
2(B R1). We set for
x # B R1
u1(x)= lim
n  
uR1(n)(x), and v1(x)= limn  
vR1(n)(x) .
On BR1 the functions u1 , v1 are solutions of the equations.
Step 2. Let R2 :=R (1)1 and repeat Step 1 to obtain that [uR1(n)] and
[vR1(n)] are bounded sequences in C
2, 1(B R2). Again we can extract sub-
sequences [uR2(n)] and [vR2(n)] from [uR1(n)] and [vR1(n)], respectively, such
that they converge in C2(B R2). We extend the functions u1 and v1 to BR2 by
defining for x # BR2
u2(x)= lim
n  
uR2(n)(x), and v2(x)= limn  
vR2(n)(x),
These functions satisfy the equations on BR2 .
Step 3. By repeating this process we obtain for every k # N two sequen-
ces [uRk(n)] and [vRk(n)], converging in C
2(B Rk), which are subsequences of
[uR(n)
k&1
] and [vR(n)k&1] and uk=limn  uRk(n) , vk=limn  vRk(n) satisfy the
equations on BRk .
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Step 4. For the diagonal sequences [uRm(m)] and [vRm(m)] one has for
every x # BRk that
uk(x)= lim
m  
uRm(m)(x), and vk(x)= limm  
vRm(m)(x).
Hence, if u=limm   uRm(m) and v=limm  vRm(m) then
&2u=f (u)&v on RN,
&2v=$(u&#v) on RN.
Step 5. By Proposition 10
uR(0)=max
x # BR
uR(x)%#
and, hence,
u(0)=max
x # RN
u(x)%#>0.
Consequently u, v{0.
Step 6. It remains to show that u(x), v(x)  0 if |x|  . Since all
the functions uR and vR are radially symmetric we will consider uR , vR , u, v
as functions of one variable. In particular, we have that u$(r)0, v$(r)0
for all r>0 and u$(0)=v$(0)=0. Let
lu := lim
r  
u(r)= inf
r>0
u(r), and lv := lim
r  
v(r)= inf
r>0
v(r). (17)
In Step 7 we shall show that
lu # [0, %# , _#], lv=lu#. (18)
Then, by Proposition 10,
luu(R0)_;<_#
so that lu {_# . To exclude the possibility lu=%# we shall show in Step 8
that
|
lu
0 \ f (t)&
t
#+ dt=F(lu)&l2u(2#)0, (19)
which cannot hold for lu=%# . Then the only remaining possibility is that
lu=lv=0.
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Step 7. We prove (18). Because of the radial symmetry we have that
&u"&
N&1
r
u$=f (u)&v, r>0,
&v"&
N&1
r
v$=$u&$#v, r>0, (20)
u$(0)=v$(0)= 0.
Let u0 :=u(0) and v0 :=v(0). Multiplying the first equation by u$ and the
second by v$ and integrating, one finds that
1
2
u$(R)2+(N&1) |
R
0
(u$)2
r
dr=F(u0)&F(u(R))+|
R
0
u$v dr,
and
1
2
v$(R)2+(N&1) |
R
0
(v$)2
r
dr
=&$(u(R)v(R)&u0v0)+$ |
R
0
u$v dr+($#2)(v(R)2&v20) .
Adding, we find that
1
2
(u$(R)2+$&1v$(R)2)
+(N&1) |
R
0
(u$)2+$&1(v$)2
r
dr&2 |
R
0
uv dr (21)
=F(u0)&F(u(R))&(u(R)v(R)&u0 v0)+
#
2
(v(R)2&v20),
and, subtracting, that
1
2
u$(R)2&$&1v$(R)2)+(N&1) |
R
0
(u$)2&$&1(v$)2
r
dr
=F(u0)&F(u(R))&u0v0+u(R)v(R)&(#2)(v(R)2&v20). (22)
Because u$(R), v$(R)0 and u(R), v(R) stay bounded as R   we have
from (21) that
u$(R)  0, v$(R)  0 as R  .
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Also, we see from (20) that
u"(R)  f (lu)&lv , &v"(R)  $lu&$#lv if R  ,
so that f (lu)&lv=0 and $lu&$#lv=0 and, hence, (18) holds.
Step 8. Finally we prove (19). We note that
u$R(r)2&$&1v$R(r)20. (23)
This follows from the fact that - $;&10. Indeed, with zR as in the proof
of Proposition 10,
u$R(r)&$&12v$R(r)=u$R(r)&(; - $)&1 u$R(r)+(; - $)&1 z$R(r)
=(; - $)&1 (- $;&1) u$R(r)+(; - $)&1 z$R(r)
0
and, hence,
u$R(r)2&$&1v$R(r)2=(u$R(r)&$&12v$R(r))(u$R(r)+$&12v$R(r))0.
From (22) we see by letting R   that
(N&1) |

0
u$(r)2&$&1v$(r)2
r
dr
=F(u0)&F(lu)&u0v0+l2u (2#)+(#2) v
2
0 . (24)
On the other hand, for every solution (uR , vR) it holds that
1
2
(u$R(R)2&$&1v$R(R)2)+(N&1) |
R
0
u$R(r)2&$&1v$R(r)2
r
dr
=F(uR(0))&uR(0) vR(0)+(#2) vR(0)2.
Hence, for a fixed K>0 and all RK it holds that
(N&1) |
K
0
u$R (r)2&$&1v$R(r)2
r
dr
F(uR(0))&uR(0) vR(0)+(#2) vR(0)2
so that
(N&1) |
K
0
u$(r)2&$&1v$(r)2
r
drF(u0)&u0v0+(#2)v20 .
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Letting K   we find that
(N&1) |

0
u$(r)2&(1$) v$(r)2
r
drF(u0)&u0v0+(#2) v20 . (25)
From (24) and (25) we get that
F(u0)&F(lu)&u0v0+l2u(2#)+(#2) v
2
0F(u0)&u0 v0+(#2) v
2
0 ,
which is precisely (19). K
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